AGENDA

1. Introductions

2. Presentation and Discussion: ACEEE Thoughts on Performance Incentives for Utility Energy Efficiency Achievements – by Martin Kushler
   • Q & A

3. Staff and Stakeholder Q & A re: Proposed PI Frameworks – Utilities’ MA Methodology and OCA’s QPI Methodology

4. Finalization of Outstanding Issues:
   • Minimum B/C ratio of 1.0 or 1.2.
   • Portfolio vs. sector approach
   • Passive demand reduction – peak day savings (gas).
   • Scaling approach to PI: How many increments/percentages?
   • Additional low income metric.
   • Budgeted program spending or actual program spending.
   • Other

Call-in number: 1-866-951-1151, Room number: 6462278

Website (http://www.puc.nh.gov/EESE%20Board/EERS_Working_Groups.html)